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The Guise of the Good'
J. DAVIDVELLEMAN

Universityof Michigan
The agent portrayedin much philosophy of action is, let's face it, a square.He
does nothing intentionallyunless he regardsit or its consequences as desirable.
The reasonis thathe acts intentionallyonly when he acts out of a desire for some
anticipatedoutcome; and in desiring that outcome, he must regardit as having
some value.2 All of his intentional actions are therefore directed at outcomes
regardedsub specie boni: underthe guise of the good.3
This agent is conceived as being capable of intentionalaction-and hence as
being an agent-only by virtue of being a pursuerof value. I want to question
whetherthis conception of agency can be correct. Surely, so general a capacity
as agency cannot entail so narrow a cast of mind. Our moral psychology has
characterized,not the generic agent, but a particularspecies of agent, and a particularly bland species of agent, at that. It has characterizedthe earnest agent
while ignoring those agents who are disaffected, refractory,silly, satanic, or
punk.I hope for a moralpsychology thathas room for the whole motley crew.
I shall begin by examining why some philosophershave thoughtthat the attitudes motivating intentional actions involve judgments of value. I shall then
argue that their conception of these attitudesis incorrect.Finally, I shall argue
thatpracticalreason shouldnot be conceived as a faculty for pursuingvalue.

One source of the view that intentionalactions are aimed at the good has been a
desire, on the part of moral psychologists, to reconcile two seemingly incompatible stories about how human action originates. These might be called the
storyof motivationand the story of rationalguidance.4
The story of motivation says that an action is caused by a desire for some
outcome and a belief thatthe action will promoteit. The agent wants to know the
time, for example, and believes that looking at his watch will result in his knowing the time; and he consequentlylooks at his watch.5The desire and belief cited
in this story are conceived as propositionalattitudes.That is, each is thoughtto
NOUS 26:1 (1992) 3-26
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consist in the agent's grasping and being somehow disposed toward a proposition. He is, so to speak, desirous towardthe proposition"I know the time" and
credenttowardthe proposition"Lookingat my watch will result in my knowing
the time."These attitudescombine to cause a new attitude-a desire towardthe
proposition"I look at my watch."And since looking at his watch is something
thatthe agent can just do if he wants,this desire causes him to act.
The story of rationalguidancetells how an agent acts for a reason.According
to this story, a reason for acting is a propositionwhose truthwould reflect well
on, count in favor of, recommend,or in some other sense justify an action.6A
reason for performingan action exists so long as a propositionjustifying the
action is true.7 But an agent cannot act for this reason unless he has mental
access to it-unless he believes the proposition or at least grasps it in some
related fashion. And even if he has appropriatelygrasped the reason, and is
thereforein a position to act for it, he doesn't ultimatelyact for the reasonunless
his graspof it results in his being influencedor guided by its justifying force. An
agent acts for a reason, then, when the action-justifyingcharacterof a proposition promptshis action via his graspof thatproposition.8
The apparentdiscrepancy between these stories lies in the relation posited
between the agent's action and the propositionalobjects of his attitudes.In the
story of motivation,the objects of the agent's attitudesare propositionsthat do
not in themselvesjustify his action. They do, of course, help to determinewhich
action he is moved to perform. The agent would not be moved to look at his
watch if he didn't want, in particular,to know the time and if he didn't believe,
in particular,that looking at his watch would result in his knowing the time. Yet
the content of these attitudesdoesn't in any way reflect well on, count in favor
of, or otherwisejustify looking at his watch. Indeed,the propositions"I know the
time" and "Looking at my watch will result in my knowing the time" do not
reflect more favorably on watch-consultingbehavior than on watch-ignoring
behavior.When the agent's attitudestowardthese propositionsmove him to consult his watch, he is not responding to any action-justifyingproperty of the
propositions themselves; he is simply manifesting the valence of his attitude
toward the former proposition.Because the agent has a desire toward "I know
the time,"he is moved to look at his watch;whereasif he had an aversiontoward
the same proposition,he would be moved to ignore his watch instead.The content of his attitudesis in itself neutralbetween these alternatives.
The action performedin the story of rationalguidance is also determinedin
partby the natureof the agent's attitudesand not merely by their content.When
the protagonistof this story acts for a reason, he acts partlybecause of grasping
the reason in an attitudesomething like belief. But more than the natureof the
agent's attitudetoward his reason must work in favor of his action. When an
agent acts for a reason,he acts not only because his attitudetowardthe reason is
more like belief thandisbelief but also because the propositioninvolved militates
in favor of his action ratherthan against it. The agent's attitudesare thus con-
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ceived as having propositionalobjects that intrinsicallyfavor a particularaction,
and theirfavoringthe action is conceived as crucialto theirbehavioralinfluence.
This aspect of rationalguidance is what makes rationallyguided behavior,as
we conceive it, comparableto the conclusion of an inference.The premisesof an
inferenceare propositionswhose truthguaranteesor makes probablethe truthof
the conclusion; and in this sense they favor the conclusion solely by virtue of
their content, antecedentlyto any attitudein which one might fix them. In order
for a particular set of premises to become one's reasons for drawing a
conclusion, one must somehow be influenced, in grasping them, by their
antecedently favorable relation to the conclusion. Similarly, in order for a
particularreason to become one's reason for performingan action, one must be
influenced by its bearingfavorablyon that action. To be motivatedby a desire,
by contrast, is to be guided by attitudes toward propositions that do not in
themselvesfavor anything.

This fundamentaldifferencebetween motivationand rationalguidancewouldn't
necessarily render the two stories incompatible if neither purportedto be the
complete explanationof an action. One and the same action could be due to a
confluence of motivationand rationalguidance.Yet philosophershave tendedto
interpreteach story as purportingto be the whole story; and they have therefore
assumedthat the apparentdiscrepancybetween these stories has to be removed.
They have sought to remove the discrepancyby slightly retellingone story or the
other.
Noncognitivists, for example, retell the story of rationalguidance in such a
way that it collapses into the story of motivation.According to their version of
the story, the agent's reason for acting is the proposition"Lookingat my watch
will result in my knowing the time," a propositionthat recommendslooking at
his watch, not by virtue of its content,but ratherbecause his belief in it inclines
him to look at his watch, given his desire to know the time. Noncognitiviststhus
deny that the propositionsconstitutingan agent's reasons for acting are intrinsically favorableto his action. Propositionsrecommendacting, they think, only
in relation to desires that lend motivationalforce to the agent's belief in those
propositions.9
Some noncognitivistsmay resent the suggestion that they are herebyretelling
or revising anything-that there ever was any other story of rationalguidance
thantheirs.But the noncognitiviststory diverges from the commonsensestory of
rationalguidance in one importantrespect: it reverses the order of explanation
between justificatory and motivational force. In the commonsense story, the
agent is moved toward an action because his reasons justify it; whereas in the
noncognitivist story, his reasons justify the action in virtue of moving him
toward it. The noncognitivistthus treats motivationas a constituentratherthan
an effect of justification.10
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I shall not consider here whetherthis departurefrom the commonsense story
of rationalguidance is defensible. What suffices for my purposes is that some
philosophers have preferredto avoid it, by adopting a different strategy for
reconciling the two stories of human action. Rather than characterizerational
guidance noncognitively, so that it collapses into motivation, they characterize
motivation cognitively, so that it amounts to something like rationalguidance;
and they therebyintroducethe evaluativeconceptionof agency thatinterestsme.
Proponentsof this alternativestrategyportraymotivationitself as an inference,
governed in part by action-justifyingcontent to be found in the motivating
attitudes.To this end, they incorporatethe valence of desire into its content, by
describing desire, not as a favorableattitudetowardthe representationof some
outcome, but ratheras an attitudetowarda favorablerepresentationof the outcome. The agent who wants to know the time is said, not to be favorablydisposed toward"I know the time," but ratherto accept a propositionsuch as "My
knowing the time would be good." The contentof this attitudeand the contentof
the agent's belief, "Consultingmy watch would result in my knowing the time,"
are sufficient to justify the conclusion "Consultingmy watch would be good."
And the agent's acceptingthis favorablerepresentationof consultinghis watch is
now conceived as constitutinga desire to consult his watch. Hence his transition
from a desire to know the time to a desire to consult his watch appearsto be
dictated,in the fashion of an inference,by a privileged logical relationbetween
the contentsof the attitudesinvolved.
The leading contemporary proponent of this latter strategy is Donald
Davidson. Consider the following passage, in which Davidson is discussing an
agent who is moved to add sage to his stew by a desire to improvethe taste:11
[L]et us suppose [the agent] wants to improve the taste of the stew. But what is the
correspondingpremise? If we were to look for the proposition toward which his
desire is directed, the proposition he wants true, it would be something like: He
does something that improves the taste of the stew (more briefly: He improves the
taste of the stew). This cannot be his premise, however, for nothing interesting
follows from the two premises: Adding sage to the stew will improve its taste, and
the agent improves the taste of the stew. The troubleis that the attitudeof approval
which the agent has toward the second propositionhas been left out. It cannot be
put back in by making the premise 'The agent wants to improve the taste of the
stew': we do not want a descriptionof his desire, but an expressionof it in a form in
which he might use it to arriveat an action. The naturalexpression of his desire is,
it seems to me, evaluative in form; for example, 'It is desirableto improve the taste
of the stew,' or, 'I ought to improve the taste of the stew'. We may suppose
different pro attitudes are expressed with other evaluative words in place of
'desirable'.

In this passage Davidson subjects the story of motivation to the retelling that I
have just described. He demands that the outcome of motivation-the act of
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adding sage-be justified by some propositionalcontent of the agent's attitudes,
as if it were a conclusion following from premises. And he obtains the required
content by incorporatingthe valence of the agent's attitudetoward "I improve
the taste"into a new proposition:"Improvingthe taste is desirable."The story of
motivationis thus transformedinto the story of an inference,in which the agent
is undergenuinely rationalguidance.

Here, then, is one way in which rational agency comes to be conceived as a
capacity for pursuing value. Desires are conceived as value judgments, with
intrinsicjustificatoryforce, so that the desire motivatingan agent can be identified with the reason guiding him. The result is that all actions performedfor
reasons are conceived as arising from favorablevalue judgments, and hence as
being aimed at the good.
This reconciliationof motivationand rationalguidancecomes underpressure
from two differentdirections. If the cognitivist seriously means to characterize
desire as an attitudetoward an evaluative proposition,then he implies that the
capacity to desire requiresthe possession of evaluative concepts. Yet a young
child can want things long before it has acquiredthe concept of theirbeing worth
wanting,or desirable.Surely, the concept of desirability-of something'sbeing a
correct or fitting object of desire-is a concept that childrenneed to be taught.
And how would one teach this concept to a child if not by disciplining its
antecedentlyexisting desires?12
This problem may explain Davidson's apparentefforts to avoid saying that
evaluations serve as the contents or propositionalobjects of desire. Davidson
often favors alternativeformulations,as in the passage quoted above, where he
says that the relevant evaluation is "the natural expression of [the agent's]
desire"ratherthanits propositionalobject.
But this qualificationleaves the cognitivist open to a differentobjection,since
it seems to undermine his attempt to reconcile the stories of motivation and
rationalguidance. According to the latterstory, acting for a reasonentails being
influenced by the force of a mentally grasped justification of one's action.
According to Davidson's qualified formulation,however, a proposition that's
essential to the justification of the action-namely, the proposition that the
action's expected consequences are desirable-is merely a proposition that
would naturallybe used to express the agent's desire. And the agent can be
moved by his desire without either being able to express it or grasping the
propositionwith which it would naturallybe expressed.He can thereforesatisfy
Davidson's story of motivation without having mentally accessed anythingthat
justifies his action. Hence the resultingstoryof motivationno longercorresponds
to the story of rationalguidance.13
These two objections seem to leave no room for the cognitivist strategy.But
they do not rule out a sophisticatedversion of cognitivism-a version that is
suggested, in any case, by an importantfeature of propositional attitudes in
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general.The featurein questionis the so-called directionof fit thatdistinguishes
conative attitudessuch as desire from cognitive attitudessuch as belief.14 As we
shall see, reflectionon this featurenaturallyleads to a version of cognitivismthat
escapes the foregoing objections.

The term "directionof fit" refersto the two differentways in which attitudescan
relatepropositionsto the world. In cognitive attitudes,a propositionis graspedas
patternedafter the world; whereas in conative attitudes,a propositionis grasped
as a patternfor the world to follow. The propositionalobject of desire is regarded
not as fact-not, that is, as factum, having been brought about-but ratheras
faciendum,to be broughtabout;it's regardednot as truebut as to be made true.
There is a temptationto thinkthatregardingsomethingas to be broughtabout
or made true is tantamountto holding a value judgmentabout it. Perhaps,then,
when philosopherssay thatto want somethingis to regardit as good or desirable,
they are thinking of the attitude's direction of fit-of the distinctive way in
which a propositionis regardedwhen it's the object of desire ratherthanbelief.15
I shall argue presently that the use of an evaluative term like "good" to
express desire's direction of fit is a potential source of confusion. For the
moment,however, I shall adoptthatusage, in orderto examine precisely what it
might mean and where it might lead.
As for the meaning of this usage, note that even if desiring somethingentails
making a value judgmentabout it, by regardingit as good, this attitudequalifies
as a value judgment in only a ratherunusual sense of the phrase, a sense correspondingto that in which a belief might be called a "truthjudgment."The desire
that p is here conceived as a value judgment in the sense that it involves
regardingp as to be broughtabout and hence, supposedly, as good, just as the
belief that p involves regardingp as true. But to say that belief in p involves
regardingp as true is not to say thatit consists in a judgmentwhose object is the
proposition"p is true."That way lies a vicious regress of propositionalattitudes.
Similarly,to say that the desire involves regardingp as good is not to say that it
consists in a judgmentwith an evaluativepropositionas its object.
...as true"and "regarding...asgood" are intended
Expressionslike "regarding
to describe belief and desire in a way that elucidates the difference in their
directionsof fit. Because we conceive of belief and desire as alike in being attitudes towardpropositions,and as differing in their treatmentof the fit between
propositions and the world, we unavoidably describe them with a common
attitudinalverb ("regarding")and different predicate adjectives ("as true," "as
good"). But this construction-attitudinal verb plus differentiatingpredicatemust not be interpretedas invoking a furtherattitudedirected toward a proposition containing that predicate.The desire that p is not to be analyzed as an
attitudetowardthe propositionthatp is good; it must be analyzed as an attitude
towardp as good.16
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Even so, the resulting conception of desire does seem to allow for a
reconciliation between the stories of motivation and rational guidance. For
although the desire that p doesn't entail grasping a proposition that justifies
action conducive to p, the desire itself may appearto constitutean attitudethat
justifies such action, if it consists in regardingp as good.
Once we recognize that a propositionalattitudemust be characterized,not
only by the propositionthatembodies its content,but also by a predicateexpressing how that propositionis regarded-that is, whetherit's regardedas factum or
faciendum, as trueor to be made true-we are less inclined to insist thatthe justificatory force influencingreason-guidedbehaviorbe lodged in the propositional
objects of the agent's attitudes.When the valence of a desire thatp is represented
by the expression"regardingp as good," valence takes on the form of a contentlike phenomenonand begins to seem like a potentialbearerof justificatoryforce.
For even if no action is justified by the fact that p, some action might well be
justified by thefaciendumthatp-by p's being somethingto be broughtabout.
Thus, if an attitudecombines the propositionalobjectp with a directionof fit
expressible by the predicate"good,"then it would seem to harborjustificatory
force-not in its propositionalobject alone but ratherin the combinationof its
propositionalobject and its direction of fit. And the agent can be imagined as
having mental access, not only to the propositions that he grasps in various
attitudes,but also to the attitudes'direction of fit, as expressed by their constitutive predicates.

We may therefore be inclined to revise the story of rational guidance, by
replacingits referencesto the agent's graspof action-justifyingpropositionswith
references to his action-justifyingattitudes.We might say, for example, that an
agent is mentallyin touch with a justificationfor looking at his watch not only if
he believes that knowing the time would be good but also if he regardsit as good
that he know the time-an attitude that supposedly constitutes a desire. We
might also say thatbeing guidedby a desire's directionof fit entails being guided
by its evaluative aspect, which lends the desire its mentally accessible justificatory force. We might then conclude that being motivated by a desire can
amountto acting for a reason.17

This version of cognitivism, like the previous version, implies that every action
that's motivated by a desire-or, equivalently, performed for a reason-is
guided by some favorable value judgment, and hence that intentionalaction is
always aimed at the good. The judgmentinvolved is no longer conceived as an
attitudetoward an evaluative proposition;but it is still conceived as having the
recommendingforce of an evaluation,so that it can serve as the agent's reason
for acting.
I believe that this version of cognitivism is an improvementon its predecessor, but that it is not ultimately more successful. For even if desiring
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something entails regardingit as good in some sense, regardingsomething as
good in that sense does not in fact amountto making a value judgmentabout it.
An agent's motivating desire consequentlylacks the justificatoryforce that the
cognitivist attributesto it for the sake of identifyingit with the agent's reasonfor
acting. The cognitivist strategyfor reconcilingmotivationand rationalguidance,
and the resultingconception of intentionalaction as aimed at the good, thus turn
out to rest on a mistake.
Before I attemptto demonstratethis mistake, however, I had better define
more clearly what sort of mistake it is. When I deny that desire has the justificatory force with which it is credited by the cognitivist, I am not necessarily
denying that having a desire provides one with reason for acting. It often does.
Yet the cognitivist doesn't merely claim thatdesire providesreasonfor acting;he
claims that being moved by a desire amounts to acting for a reason. And this
claim implies, as we have seen, that to fall under a desire's motivationalinfluence is to fall underthe rationalinfluenceof a mentallygraspedjustification.
Yet one can agree that having a desire-and a fortiori being moved by a
desire-sometimes entail the existence of a reason for acting, while denying that
they entail being in the appropriatementalrapportwith that reason.Suppose, for
example, thatthe reasongeneratedby a desire is the fact thatone has the desire, a
fact to which one can be utterlyoblivious even as the desire moves one to act. In
that case, one can have a desire and be moved by that desire without having
grasped the reason that it generates;and so one can have and be moved by a
desire without being in a position to be guided by the associated reason for
acting. 18

How the fact that one has a desire might justify action, and how an agent
might be influencedby this justification,are questions that lie beyond the scope
of this paper.19I mentionthis view of the matteronly for the sake of distinguishing the sense in which I concede thata motivatingdesirejustifies action from the
sense in which I deny it. I concede that desire can justify action objectively, by
making true a propositionthat could guide one's actions if one gained appropriate access to it; but I deny thatdesirejustifies action subjectively,by constituting
an evaluative attitude whose justificatory force is already available to guide
one's actions. I thus deny that desire amountsto an evaluation,and that motivation consequently amounts to rational guidance, in the sense proposed by the
cognitivist.20

The cognitivist thinks that desire provides a mentally accessible justificationfor
acting because it harborsjustificatoryforce in its directionof fit, as expressedby
its constitutive predicate,which he takes to be a term of evaluation. But why
would one think that the constitutive predicate of desire was "good" or
"desirable"or some otherevaluativeterm?
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One reason,I suspect, is a tendencyto psychologize variousextrinsicdescriptions of mental states. For example, to desire somethingis to be disposed toward
it in a way that would be appropriateif the thing were good; and a person who
desires somethingcan thereforebe said to regardor treatit as if it were good or,
more concisely, as good. But this descriptionof the person's attitude,which cites
a purely extrinsic fact about it, should not be mistaken as expressing a
psychological aspect of the attitude itself. That someone's attitude would be
appropriateif its object were good is not something to which he has mental
access simply by virtue of having the attitude;and so it's not something whose
justificatoryforce is necessarily available to guide him. Treating something as
good in this sense is no more a value judgmentthan treatingsomeone like dirt is
a soil-judgment.
Similarly,a personwho desires somethingcan be said to find it attractive,but
this description does not necessarily mean that he makes an attractivenessjudgment about it. It may mean simply that he is attractedto the thing and
therebyhas an experience that's indicativeof, or evidence for, its attractiveness.
Although the combinationof "to find" with a predicateadjective has the superficial grammarof an attitudinalverb, it doesn't necessarilyexpress the contentor
valence of an attitude. Someone can find his dinner indigestible, for instance,
withouthaving any attitudetowardit whatever:he may simply have a cramp.To
say that he finds his dinnerindigestiblein this case is not to describe his cramp
as an attitude;it's to describe the crampin terms of what it indicates.Of course,
the phrase"find attractive"does describean attitudewhen it's applied to desire;
but it may still describe the attitudein extrinsicterms, as evidence of its object's
attractiveness,ratherthan in terms of the attitude's content or direction of fit.
Hence the subject's finding somethingattractivemay not entail that he has mental access either to a propositionabout attractivenessor to an attitudethat takes
"attractive"as its constitutivepredicate.
These subtletiesin our descriptionsof propositionalattitudesare compounded
by the fact that predicates like "attractive"and "desirable"can have both
normative and nonnormativesenses. Calling something desirable can have the
normative meaning that the thing is correct or fitting to desire; but it can also
have the purelypsychological meaningthatthe thing tends to be desired,thatit's
easy or naturalto desire. We must thereforebe doubly careful with the observation that someone who desires something can be said to find it desirable.
Desiring somethingmay sometimesentail having an experienceindicativeof the
thing's being easily or naturallydesired;and in such a case, it entails finding the
thing desirable, in some sense. But to have an experience that's evidence of
something's tendency to be desired is not necessarily to think of the thing as
readily desired, much less to think of it as correct to desire or worth desiring.
Hence we mustn't assume that someone who finds something desirablethereby
makes a desirability-judgmentthatwould subjectivelyjustify action.
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AlthoughI thinkthat some such confusion is responsiblefor the use of "good"or
"desirable"as the constitutivepredicateof desire, I also think that this usage can
be harmless,if properlyunderstood.I am not opposed to describingdesire as the
attitude of regarding something as good, so long as this description is taken
merely to express the attitude'sdirectionof fit. Unfortunately,the descriptionis
also taken to imply that desire has the justificatoryforce of a value judgment;
and in this respect,the descriptionis misleading.
The resultingconfusion can best be explainedby analogy to a relatedmisunderstandingabout the justificatoryforce of belief. We are inclined to think that
belief qualifies as a judgment of a proposition'struth,and carries the justificatory force of a truthjudgment,simply because it entails regardingthe proposition
as true. Yet to say that belief entails regarding a proposition as true doesn't
exhaust the relation between belief and the truth. There are many cognitive
attitudes other than belief, attitudes that have the same direction of fit and
consequentlytake the same constitutivepredicate.Hypothesizingthatp, assuming thatp, fantasizingthatp, and the like are all attitudesin which p is regarded,
not as a representationof what is to be brought about, but rather as a representationof what is. The propositionalobject of these attitudesis thus regarded
as true.Yet fantasizingthatp doesn't amountto a judgmenton the truthof p, and
it lacks the justificatoryforce that would attach to such a judgment. Hence the
reason why belief qualifies as a truth judgment cannot be simply that its
constitutivepredicateis "true."
One might be inclined to say thatfantasizingand hypothesizingdon't involve
regardinganything as really true. But to say this is simply to acknowledge that
thereis more thanone way of regardinga propositionas true.The sense in which
hypotheses aren't regardedas really true is, not that they aren'tregardedas true
at all, but ratherthat they are only hypotheticallyso regarded.Fantasies aren't
regardedas really true because it is only imaginatively,or in imagination,that
they are regardedas true-not because they aren't so regardedat all. To regard
something as "really"true must thereforebe a particularway of regardingit as
true-and, in particular,some way otherthanimaginativelyor hypothetically.
My point here is not the purelygrammaticalpoint that imaginingor assuming
something entails imagining or assuming it to be true; after all, wanting something entails wanting it to be true, as well. In this construction,"true"attaches,
trivially, to all propositionalattitudes,simply by virtue of their being attitudes
toward the bearers of truth values. My point is ratherthat what distinguishes
belief from desired distinguishesassumption,hypothesis, and imaginationfrom
desire, too-namely, that they treat their propositional objects as reflecting
antecedentlyfixed conditions ratherthan as dictatingconditions to be achieved,
asfacta ratherthanfacienda. To be sure, these attitudesdon't treattheirpropositional objects as reflecting the actual facts. But they still treatthose propositions
as factual reports ratherthan practicaldictates-as being already true of some
completed, though unreal,states of affairsratherthan as to be made true by the
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completion of such states. These attitudesthereforesharethe distinctivelycognitive directionof fit.
The definition that philosophershave traditionallyoffered for directionof fit
has somewhat obscuredthe differencebetween cognitive and conative attitudes,
as well as the differencesamong the attitudeswithin eithercategory.21Direction
of fit has traditionallybeen defined in terms of the locus of responsibilityfor
correspondencebetween an attitudeand the world. Whetheran attitudehas one
direction of fit or the other is said to depend on whetherthe attitudeis responsible for conforming itself to the world or makes the world responsible for
conforming itself to the attitude.The difference in direction of fit between an
expectationand an intentionis thus supposedto entail that when an expectation
isn't fulfilled, the fault lies with the expectation,whereaswhen an intentionisn't
fulfilled, the fault lies with the world.22
This definition doesn't accuratelycharacterizethe difference between cognition and conation. A lack of correspondencebetween the world and an assumption, for example, doesn't constitute a failure for which one party or the other
must be to blame. If the assumptionis made solely for the sake of argument,then
it neither takes responsibility for fitting the world nor makes the world
responsiblefor fitting it. Fit between such an assumptionand the world is of no
importanceand is thereforeneitherparty's responsibility.Yet an assumptionis
still like an expectation, and unlike an intention, in that what's assumed is
regardedas true ratherthan as to be made true, as modelled after its intentional
object ratherthan a model for it. Thus, an assumptionstill possesses the cognitive direction of fit, even though neither it nor the world is responsible for
conformingitself to the other.

Where the traditionaldefinition goes wrong, then, is in presupposingthat whenever a propositionis regardedas true or to be made true, its truththerebycomes
to constitutea success-and its falsity, a failure-for which eitherthe attitudeor
the world must bear responsibility.Not every attitudeof regardingsomethingas
true, or to be made true, has the thing's being or coming true as a criterionof
success. I shall now argue that differentcriteriaof success-or, as I shall now
put it, different constitutive aims-help to account for the differences among
attitudeswith the same directionof fit.
Let us say that to regarda propositionas true, in the sense that applies to all
cognitive attitudes,is to accept the proposition.We can then distinguishbelieving thatp from assuming or fantasizingthatp, for example, as follows. Assuming or fantasizingthatp consists in acceptingit irrespectiveof whetherit is really
true; whereas believing thatp requiresaccepting it as if in response to its being
true. Thus, belief bears a double relation to the truth. Believing a proposition
entails not only regardingthe propositionas true but, in addition,so regardingit
in a mannerdesigned to reflect whetherit really is true.23The latterrelationto
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the truth is part of what distinguishes believing from the other cognitive
attitudes,in which a propositionis regardedas true without concernfor whether
it really is.
The clearest way to analyze such differences between belief and the other
cognitive attitudesis in terms of the subject's dispositions to regulatehis acceptance of a proposition.When someone assumes a proposition,he or his cognitive
faculties are disposed to regulate his acceptance of it in ways designed to
promote the ends of argumentor inquiry:he comes to accept the proposition
when doing so seems conducive to scoring a point or makinga discovery, and he
is disposed to continue acceptingit only insofaras doing so seems to serve such
polemical or heuristic purposes. When someone fantasizes, his acceptance of
propositions is regulated in ways designed to whet his appetites, stimulate his
mind, or provide a substitutefor the fulfillment of his wishes: he accepts whatever propositions promise to provide the appropriateexcitement or vicarious
satisfaction.
When someone believes a proposition,however, his acceptanceof it is regulated in ways designed to promoteacceptanceof the truth:he comes to accept the
proposition,for example, when evidence indicatesit to be true,and he's disposed
to continue accepting it until evidence indicates otherwise. Part of what makes
someone's attitudetowarda propositionan instanceof belief ratherthanassumption or fantasy,then, is thatit is regulatedin accordancewith epistemicprinciples
ratherthan polemics, heuristics, or hedonics. An attitude's identity as a belief
dependson its being regulatedin a way designedto make it trackthe truth.24
Although the dispositional explication of this difference between belief and
the other cognitive attitudesis perhapsthe clearest, its importcan be expressed,
as I expressed it above, in attitudinalterms.That is, regulatingone's acceptance
of the propositionby the exigencies of argumentcan be describedas accepting
the propositionwithout regardto its truthbut ratherwith polemical or heuristic
intent. And regulatingone's acceptanceof a propositionby evidence of its truth
can be described as accepting the propositionwith an eye to its truth,or with
truthas one's aim. Belief and assumptionare then describedas two-tierattitudes,
combining the first-order attitude of acceptance with different second-order
attitudes-namely, the differentaims or intentionswith which a propositioncan
be accepted.25
We thus arriveat the familiardictum that belief aims at the truth.26Properly
understood,this dictum means that belief combines the attitude of regarding
something as true with the aim of regardingas true what really is true-of
getting the truthright. Hence belief not only has truthas its constitutivepredicate
but also has correctnessin mattersof truth-or, as one might put it, the "real"
truth-as its constitutiveaim.27
The difference between the constitutive aim of belief and those of other
cognitive attitudescan also be expressed, even less clearly, by being incorporated into the constitutivepredicatesof these attitudes.Once we conceive of belief
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as a two-tier attitude,we tend to think of the second tier as having a constitutive
predicate of its own, or as modifying the constitutive predicate of the entire
attitude. Accepting a proposition is the attitude of regarding it as true; but
accepting a propositionwith the aim of accepting what's really true must entail
regardingthe proposition'sacceptanceas a means to thatend. If one is aiming to
get the truthright when one comes to regardp as true, then one must in effect
regardp not only as truebut also as somethingto be regardedas truefor the sake
of getting the truthright. The double relationbetween belief and truthcan thus
be expressed, somewhat obscurely, in the thought that believing a proposition
entails regardingit as somethingthat one is right to regardas true. Surely, that's
what we mean when we say that believing p entails regardingp as "really"true;
we mean that it entails regardingp not only as true but also as correctto regard
in this way. Belief can thus be conceived as having a constitutivepredicatethat
expresses its own correctness.28

The constitutive aim of belief is necessary to belief's being a judgment on the
truthof a proposition,since nothing would count as judgment on p's truthif it
didn't aim at getting right whetherp is true.The constitutiveaim of belief is also
essential to the attitude'sjustificatoryforce as a premiseof inferences.
Consider, for example, why my believing that p and that p -4 q gives me
subjective justification for believing that q. The answer cannot be simply that
believing these propositionsentails regardingthem as true, and that the truthof
the premises guaranteesthat of the conclusion. After all, fantasizingthatp also
entails regardingp as true, but fantasiesjustify nothing whatever,not even other
fantasies.
The reason why one belief has subjectivejustificatoryforce for other beliefs
is that the attitudeof belief involves not only regardinga propositionas true but
also doing so with the aim of getting the truthright. Because my belief thatp is
an attemptat trackingthe truth,it makes a primafacie claim to be on the right
track;and with this claim, the belief offers itself as a guide for other attitudes,
provided that they, too, aim to track the truth. One belief guides the others
because the latteraim at getting the truthright and the formerrepresentsmy best
efforts thus far towardthe same end.

Those who have noted that belief aims at the truthare often inclined to think
(mistakenly,I shall argue) that desire correspondinglyaims at the good.29What
are the consequences of the assumptionthat desire and belief are analogous in
this respect?
Well, desire is like belief in being only one of many attitudes with its
characteristicdirectionof fit. Wishing, hoping, and the like are also attitudesin
which a propositionis regardedas a patternfor the world to follow, as something
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to be brought about or made true. Let us say that these attitudesare different
ways of approvinga proposition,just as the cognitive attitudesare differentways
of accepting one. Suppose, then, that the difference between desire and other
modes of approval was analogous to that between belief and other modes of
acceptance.30In that case, wishing thatp, for example, might entail regardingp
as to be broughtabout,but so regardingit irrespectiveof whetherit really was to
be brought about; whereas desiring that p would entail regardingp as to be
broughtabout,and doing so with an eye to whetherit really was.31The analogy
between desire and belief would thus lead to the conclusion that, just as belief
aims at trackingthe actualfacts, so desire aims at trackingthe actualfacienda.
Such an attitudewould indeed have the justificatorypotentialclaimed for it in
Davidson's theory of rational guidance. As an attempt to track the actual
facienda, it would presentitself as a guide for one's actions, representingone's
best efforts to identify what really was to be broughtabout. What's more, the
feature lending justificatoryforce to this attitudewould also give the attitudea
constitutive predicate expressing its correctness. For if desiring something
entailed regardingit as to be broughtabout, with the aim of so regardingwhat
really was to be broughtabout,then it would entail regardingthe thing as correct
to regardin thatway-as correctto approve.
We would thus arrive in the vicinity of Davidson's claim that to desire
something is to regardit as desirable.32This claim seems to say that to desire
somethingis to have an attitudetowardit as worthyof thatvery attitude.We can
now see that such a claim would make sense if it rested on the assumptionthat
desire, like belief, had correctnessas its constitutiveaim.
Yet when the use of an evaluativeterm as the constitutivepredicateof desire
was first introduced,it was understoodmerely as a way of expressing the attitude's directionof fit-as a colorful alternativeto the predicates"to be brought
about"or "to be made true."Now a different interpretationhas emerged. The
claim thatto desire somethingis to regardit as desirableis now being interpreted
to imply, not just that the propositionalobject of desire is regardedas something
to be made true or broughtabout,but also that it is so regardedwith the aim of
getting things right.
This implication can easily infiltrate our understandingof every evaluative
termused to express a desire. Whereasthe word "good"in "regardingp as good"
was initially taken as a synonym for "to be broughtabout,"a phrasethat merely
expressed the attitude'sdirection of fit, it can easily be understoodas meaning
"reallyto be broughtabout"or "correctto approve"-phrases expressingthe aim
of trackingthe actualfacienda. Regardingp as good can thus be thoughtto entail
a potentially action-guidingjudgment as to what is worth bringing about or
makingtrue.

In order to assess the validity of this new interpretation,we must ask whether
desire really has a constitutiveaim analogousto that of belief. The answer, I'm
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afraid,is no. When we consider how desire differs in aim from other modes of
conation, we find that the difference is not analogousto that between belief and
other modes of cognition. The difference in aim between desire and other
conative attitudesappearsto be thatdesire aims, not at the good, but ratherat the
attainable.33
One cannot desire something if it seems impossible or if it seems alreadyto
have come about;one can desire thatp only if p seems attainable,in the sense of
being a possible future outcome. Yet the obstacle to desiring what seems
unattainable,or already attained, is not that such things cannot be objects of
approval.One can wish thatp even if the truthof p seems quite impossible, and
one can hope thatp when p alreadyseems to be true. Thus, one can approvethe
unattainableor the attained,and what preventsone from desiring them must be
somethingelse.
The obstacle, I would suggest, is that desire has the attainableas its constitutive aim. Thatis, unless approvalis regulatedin a way designed to trackwhat's
attainable,it doesn't qualify as desire; and approvalisn't being regulatedin a
way designed to trackthe attainableif it's directedat what alreadyseems actual
or impossible.34
Although this explanation for the limits on desire is only an hypothesis, I
think that it is clearly more plausible than the alternative hypothesis about
desire's constitutiveaim. The groundsthat I have just outlined for thinkingthat
desire aims at the attainableare not matched by any comparablegrounds for
thinking that it aims, more narrowly, at what really is to be brought about.
Nothing otherthan allegiance to the cognitivist programwould tempt us to think
thatdesire must be regulatedin a way designed to trackthefacienda.
The upshot is that nothing about desire entitles us to credit it with the justificatoryforce of a value judgment.A judgmenton something'svalue would be an
attemptto get things right, and it would consequentlyhave the standingto guide
one's actions. But even if desiring something consists in regardingthe thing as
good, in a sense synonymous with "to be broughtabout,"it isn't an attemptat
getting right whether the thing really is to be broughtabout, and so it doesn't
amount to a judgment on the thing's goodness. Desiring something consists in
regardingit as to be made true only in the sense that imagining somethingconsists in regardingit as true. Hence desire has the same subjectivejustificatory
force as fantasy-that is, none at all.

That desire doesn't aim at correctnessexplains why desire can be perverse.35
As Michael Stocker has pointed out, one can often desire things conceived as
worthless, or even bad, and desire them precisely underthose descriptions.36A
tendency to desire things under negative descriptionsis an essential element of
various emotions and moods such as silliness, self-destructiveness,or despair.A
mood of playfulnessis, in part,a dispositionto form desires for things conceived
as having no particularvalue; a self-destructivemood is, in part,a dispositionto
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form desires for things conceived as harms; and so on. None of these desires
could retain its characteristicidleness or perversityif it involved an attemptat
getting things right.
After all, what makes a desire perverseis that its propositionalobject implies
that it is inappropriate.That is, the perverse subject desires that something
undesirable occur, and its being undesirable is part of the description under
which he desires it. He thus holds the attitudeof desire towardsomethingunder
the descriptionthat it is unworthyof that attitude.This discrepancybetween his
attitude toward an object and his conception of the object's deserts would be
impossible in an attitudewhose nature was to aim at getting things right and
whose constitutive predicate consequently implied the attitude's correctness.
Correctnessin approvalsimply cannotbe one's aim when one approvesof something underthe descriptionthatit is unworthyof approval.
Consider,by way of analogy, the prospectsfor perversityin belief. Because
belief entails not only regardinga propositionas true but, in addition,doing so
with the aim of getting the truthright, belief cannot be transparentlyperverse.
That is, one cannot believe a propositionthat presents itself as false-say, the
proposition "I am five inches taller than I really am."37The reason why one
cannotbelieve such a propositionis not thatone is incapableof acceptingit. The
reason is ratherthat the only way of accepting such a self-evident falsehood
would be to accept it irrespectiveof its truth;and accepting a propositionirrespective of its truthwouldn't amountto believing it. If one accepts this proposition irrespectiveof its truth,one will then be assumingit, as one might do for the
sake of reasoningcounterfactually("Let's assume that I'm five inches tallerthan
I really am...").
In short, a propositionthat presents itself as false cannot be the object of an
attitudethat aims at getting the truthright. Similarly, a prospect that presented
itself as bad could not be the object of an attitudethat aimed at correctnessin
regardingthings as to be broughtabout.Thus, if aiming at correctnesswere constitutiveof desire, as it is of belief, perversedesire would be inconceivable.

The assumptionthat desire aims at the good forces the cognitivist to misdescribe
examples of perverse desire. Consider, for a particularlyvivid example, the
figure of Satan in Paradise Lost, who respondsto his defeat with the cry, "Evil
be thou my Good."38Satan is here resolving to desire and pursue evil, and
hence-as he himself puts it-to regardevil as good. But he cannot reasonably
be interpretedas adoptingnew estimatesof what's valuable-that is, as resolving
to cease judging evil to be evil and to startjudging it to be good. If Satan ever
loses sight of the evil in what he now desires, if he ever comes to think of what
he desires as really good, he will no longer be at all satanic;he'll be just another
well-intentionedfool. The rulerof Hell doesn't desire what he wrongly thinks is
worthyof approval;he desires what he rightlythinks isn't. He therebyillustrates
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my point that regardingsomething as good, in the sense requisiteto desiring it,
does not amountto makinga favorablejudgmenton its value.
See how Satan's horns are blunted when his desires are misinterpretedas
full-blooded value judgments, in this passage from Elizabeth Anscombe's
Intention:39

'Evil be thou my good' is often thought to be senseless in some way. Now all that
concerns us here is that 'What's the good of it?' is somethingthatcan be asked until
a desirability characterisationhas been reached and made intelligible. If then the
answer to this question at some stage is 'The good of it is that it's bad', this need
not be unintelligible;one can go on to say 'And what's the good of its being bad?'
to which the answer might be condemnation of good as impotent, slavish, and
inglorious. Then the good of making evil my good is my intact liberty in the
unsubmissivenessof my will.

What sort of Satan is this? He is trying to get things right, and so he rejects the
good only because he has found respectsin which it is unworthyof approval.He
rejectsthe good, that is, only because it is slavish and inglorious,and hence only
because shunning the good is a means to liberty and glory. But then he isn't
really shunningthe good, afterall, since the goods of libertyand glory remainhis
ultimategoals. Anscombe's Satan can desire evil only by judging it to be good,
and so he remains,at heart,a lover of the good and the desirable-a rathersappy
Satan.

Let me summarizemy argumentthus far by updatingone of Anscombe's own
devices for analyzingthe differencebetween cognition and conation. Anscombe
suggests that the differencebetween cognition and conation is analogous to that
between an inventoryand a shoppinglist.40An inventoryis modelled afterone's
existing stock: it representsthings as being on the shelves, having alreadybeen
obtained.A shoppinglist is a model for one's stock to follow: it representsthings
as not yet on the shelves but to be obtained.
What I have argued, in effect, is that Anscombe's analogy neglects differences within the categories of possible inventories and possible shopping lists.
When a list of items falls into our hands, we must of course ascertainwhetherit
representsthose items as having been obtainedor as to be obtained.But we must
also ascertainthe aims with which the contentsof the list have been regulated.A
list of things on the shelves may have been compiled in a way designed to
representwhat's actuallyon the shelves, but it may also have been compiled in a
way designed to include whatevermight be on,the shelves, as a checklist against
which the actual contents of the shelves can then be compared.A checklist is
also an inventory;it's just a hypotheticalinventory.Similarly,a list of things to
be obtainedmay have been compiled in a way designed to trackwhat's actually
needed, but it may also have been compiled in way designed to lend excitement
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to one's bet on the lottery. A wish-list is also a shoppinglist; it's just a fantasy
shoppinglist.
Thus, to find a list headed"Thingsin stock"is not yet to have groundsfor any
conclusions about what's available for dinner;and to find a list headed "Things
to buy"is not yet to have groundsfor makingpurchases.If the inventoryis hypothetical-merely a checklist-then it doesn't embody a judgment of what's in
stock and doesn't justify any conclusions aboutwhat's available;and if the shopping list is fantastical-merely a wish-list-then it doesn't embody a judgment
of what to buy and doesn't justify any purchases.Judgmentaland justificatory
force attachesonly to those lists whose entrieshave been compiled and regulated
with the aim of getting things right.

The cognitivist conception of desire as an action-justifyingvalue judgmentthus
depends on a misinterpretationof the sense in which desiring somethingentails
regardingit as good. Properlyunderstood,the use of "good" as desire's constitutive predicatedoesn't supportthe cognitivist conception of desire as a value
judgment of the sort that would subjectively justify action; and it therefore
doesn't supportidentifyingan agent's motivatingdesire with his guidingreason.
Of course, to show that desire lacks the subjective justificatory force of a
value judgmentis not to show that such force may be lacking from whateverelse
might constitute an agent's reason for acting. Indeed, one might think that my
argumentsthus far prove only that desire cannot be what constitutesan agent's
reason for acting, precisely because his reason, whateverit may be, must somehow presenthis action as a good thing to do.41One might then continueto claim
that an action performed for a reason must be aimed at the good, without
assumingthatthe guiding evaluationis embodiedin a desire.
Yet I think that one of my argumentsagainstidentifyingreasons with desires
suggests an argumentagainst identifying reasons with value judgments in any
form. In thatargument,I explainedthe capacityof desires to be perversein terms
of their not being aimed at the good; here I shall contend that reasons for acting
can be perverse as well. That is, an agent's reason for doing somethingcan be
thatit's a bad thing to do; and so its justificatoryforce cannotdependon thatof a
favorableevaluation.
Suppose that I have suffereda profounddisappointmentthat has cast me into
a mood of bitternessand despair.In this mood, the very thoughtof ameliorating
my condition, or the condition of the world, strikes me as a sick delusion. All
attemptsat constructiveaction seem absurd.No more eamest efforts for me, I
say to myself, no more worthyendeavors:to hell with it all.42
Being in despairdoesn't preventme from being moved to act, however. I am
moved to stay at home, refuse all invitations, keep the shades drawn, and
privatelycurse the day I was born.I may even be moved to smash some crockery
-though not in orderto feel better,mind you, since trying to feel better seems
just as ludicrousa projectas any other.(Someone who smashescrockeryin order
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to feel better didn't feel all that bad to begin with.) What's more, I engage in
these actions not only out of despairbut also in light of and on the grounds of
despair.That is, despair is part of my reason as well as part of my motive for
acting.
But do I regardmy actions, in light of my despair, as good or desirable or
positive things to do? Far from it. I am determinednever to do a good or desirable or positive thing again. If smashingthings seemed like a good thing to do, I
would pointedly avoid it; even if it seemed good only for someone in despair,I
would still avoid it; indeed, it's seeming good for someone in despair would
count most strongly against it, since doing things that are good for someone in
my condition is exactly what, in light of that condition, makes sense for me to
avoid.43I'm smashing things because this seems like an utterly worthless act,
worthlessfrom every perspectivebut especially from mine. My reasonfor acting
thus includes not only my mood but also an unconditionallynegative evaluation
of the action.
To be sure, there is a kind of perversitythat would preclude my acting for
reasons;but the perversitythat would precludeacting for reasons is not a counter-evaluativestateof mind but rathera counter-rationalone. That is, I cannotact
for reasonsif I don't care aboutdoing what'sjustified or (as I would preferto put
it) what makes sense. But I can still care aboutdoing what makes sense even if I
don't care aboutthe good. This possibility is demonstratedby my capacityto be
guided by what makes sense in light of a counter-evaluativemood such as
despair,since what makes sense in light of such a mood just is to do what's bad
ratherthanwhat's good.
Yet pursuingthe bad on the groundsof despairwould be impossible if every
reasonfor an action had to presentthataction as a good thing to do. The problem
is not that the badness of an action could never make the action seem good. The
problemis thatif the badnessof an action weighed with me by makingthe action
seem good, then I would be once again engaged in pursuingthe good-a pursuit
incompatiblewith the very mood that helps to constitutemy reason for acting.
Just as Satan would have to shed his satanismin orderto value evil sub specie
boni, so I would have to shed my despair in order to pursue a self-destructive
course under that positive guise. If I were swayed toward an action because its
badness made it seem like a good thing to do, then I'd be in the business of
finding silver linings, a business that's closed to me so long as I am truly acting
out of despair.

If my argumentsare correct,then practicalrea,soningis nothing like what it has
traditionallybeen conceived to be. Desires lack the evaluative force that is
thoughtto make them reasons for acting;and the justificatoryforce of reasons is
not evaluative, in any case. Since reasons do not recommend an action by
presentingit as a good thing to do, actions performedfor reasons need not be
performedunderthe guise of the good.
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Notes
IThe materialin this paperhas been presented,in various forms, at the University of Michigan,
Yale University, and the University of Dayton. I am gratefulto these audiences for their comments.
I am also indebtedto RiudigerBittner,Paul Boghossian, JenniferChurch,CarlGinet, JonathanLear,
Richard Miller, Donald Regan, Connie Rosati, Geoffrey Sayre-McCord, Sydney Shoemaker,
Michael Slote, Michael Smith, and Dennis Stampe for comments on earlier drafts or discussion of
relatedissues. Thanks are also due to Lloyd Humberstonefor allowing me to read the manuscriptof
a paperentitled "Directionof Fit."
2Anscombe[1963], 70 ff.; Davidson [1978], 97, note 7; Stampe[1987], 355; Goldman[1970], 94.
3See De Sousa [1974]; see also Davidson [1970], 22; Pears [1984], 198.
4Smith [MS] refers to these two stories as the "intentionalperspective"and the "deliberative
perspective." I understandthat Riidiger Bittner is also working independently on the relation
between these stories.
5I have borrowedthis example from Davidson [1970], 31 ff. I shall presentlydiscuss Davidson's
own analysis of the case.
61 realize, of course, that some philosopherswould deny that genuine propositionsjustify action,
independentlyof their actually or potentially exerting some motivationalinfluence on the agent. I
discuss this view briefly below, underthe name of noncognitivism.
7I shall avoid giving an example of an action-justifyingproposition,so as to remain neutralon
the precise natureof practicalreason.
8To say that acting for a reason entails being influenced by the intrinsicaction-justifyingcharacter of a belief is not to say that it requiresthe operativebelief to have intrinsicmotivationalforce
that's independentof any desires. One may have a desire to performactions that are justified, or to
performactions that are related to one's circumstancesin particularways, which are in fact justifying. Any belief that gains motivationalforce from such a desire will also owe that motivational
force, in part, to its own action-justifyingcharacter,and will thereforefulfill the story of rational
guidance. I thus assume that beliefs can be intrinsicallyjustifying even if they cannot be intrinsically motivating.Here I differ with, e.g., Nagel [1970] and McDowell [1978].
9This approach can be traced back at least as far as Hobbes's definition of deliberation, at
Leviathan,PartI, chaptervi.
I0Thenoncognitivistcannot remove the discrepancyby pointing out that he conceives of justificatory force as a disposition to motivate, which can indeed explain particularinstances of motivation. In the commonsense story, the justificatoryforce of a reason explains (ratherthan consists in)
the reason's disposition to motivate as well as its motivatingon particularoccasions.
My remarkson the noncognitivistview echos much that is said in Falk [1963] and [1986]. Yet
Falk does not ultimately reject noncognitivism, since he, too, believes that reasons "are...choicesupportingin proportionto theirchoice-influencingpotential"([1963], 92).
11[1978],86.
120f course, the young child may not be susceptible to rationalguidance, either; but this point
hardlycounts in Davidson's favor. When Davidson characterizesbelief-desire motivationas equivalent to rational guidance, he leaves no room for agents who are moved by desires without being
guided by reasons. The fact that children, who pursuedesired ends, can neverthelessbe too young
for rationalguidance is thereforea point against Davidson, on a par with my point that they can be
too young for the concept of the desirable. (For an alternativeargumentagainst identifying desires
with evaluativejudgments, see Lewis [1988].)
131 think that Davidson sometimes betrays an uncomfortableawareness of this difficulty. He
wants to avoid the implausibly strong claim that desires consist in value judgments. (See, e.g., the
discussion of wanting to drinka can of paintat [1963], 4.) And yet he senses that he is committedto
that claim by his strategy of equating motivation with rational guidance. (See, e.g., [1978], 102
[desires "constitute"value judgments]; [1970], 31 [desiring something is "setting a positive value"
on it]; [1978], 97, note 7 [desiring something entails "holding"it to have "some positive characteristic"].)
14Thereaderwill find that I use the term "directionof fit" in a somewhat different sense from
others who have used the term-including, for example, Searle [1983], 7 ff.; and Platts [1979], 257.
(See also Anscombe [1963], 56.) The definition offered by these authors will be explained and
criticized in the text below.
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15Directionof fit is clearly what Dennis Stampe has in mind in his version of this claim:
"[W]hile the belief and the desire thatp have the same propositionalcontent and representthe same
state of affairs, there is a difference in the way it is representedin the two states of mind. In belief it
is representedas obtaining, whereas in desire, it is representedas a state of affairs the obtaining of
which would be good." ([ 1987], 355).
16Whatpsychological realization, if any, attends the predicates used to characterizepropositional attitudes?A behavioristmight insist that regardinga propositionas true is nothing more than
being disposed to behave as would be appropriateif the propositionwere true. Alternatively,one
might imagine that regardinga propositionas trueentails having a representationof it in a particular
mental compartment,which might be called the "true"box, because of its role in the mental architecture. Anotheralternativewould be to give a phenomenologicalratherthan functionalaccount of
the relevant mental posture toward a proposition-whatever such an account might be. The most
attractivealtemative, for presentpurposes,is a stance of neutralityamong these and other models of
propositionalattitudes.One needn't adopt any particularmodel of propositionalattitudesin orderto
adoptthe descriptionswhose realizationis the point of contentionamong such models. One can thus
insist that whateverbelieving that p consists in, it must be something that would appropriatelybe
called regardingp as true;and whateverdesiring thatp consists in, it must be something that would
appropriatelybe called regardingp as to be made true.
17Thisversion of cognitivism is articulatedby Dennis Stampe:"Desiresconstitutereasonsfor us
to act because their contents are representedas states of affairs the realizationof which would be
good" (ibid.). I do not know whether Davidson accepts or would accept this formulation. His
accepting it would explain why he says both that desires are and that they are expressed by value
judgments.
18Davidsonseems to entertaina view like this when he says, "[I]f someone acts with an intention, he must have attitudesand beliefs from which, had he been aware of them and had the time, he
could have reasoned that his action was desirable"([1978], 85, emphasis added). Here Davidson
seems to suggest that the agent needs to become aware of his attitudesin orderto be in a position to
draw a conclusion about the desirabilityof his action. I do not understand,however, how this suggestion squares with Davidson's claim that an intentionalaction constitutes the agent's conclusion
that the action is desirable([1978], 99). For how can his action constitutea conclusion that he might
not have been in a position to draw?
19Butsee the discussion of the issue in my [1989].
20ThatDavidson regardsdesire as justifying action subjectively is confirmed by passages such
as this: "Thus there is a certain irreducible-though somewhat anaemic-sense in which every
rationalizationjustifies: from the agent's point of view there was, when he acted, something to be
said for the action"([1963], 9, italics mine).
211n this paragraphand the next I have benefitted from Lloyd Humberstone's manuscript
"Directionof Fit."
22Seethe referencesto Searle, Platts, and Anscombe in note 14, above.
23Foran explication of this expression, see the following note. The expression gives, at most, a
necessary condition of belief, not a sufficient condition. Indeed,even to call it a necessarycondition
may still be too strong. My suspicion is that attitudesqualify as beliefs or desires or intentions,etc.,
by virtue of approximatingto a paradigmor ideal specimen. What are usually called the necessary
conditions for belief or desire are in fact a definition of the paradigmcase; and instances that fail to
meet one condition may still qualify as beliefs or desires if they sufficiently resemble the relevant
paradigmin otherrespects. (See my [1989], 136.)
24Whatdo I mean when I describe a cognitive mechanism as "designed to track the truth"?I
don't mean that it's designed in such a way that it succeeds in trackingthe truth,since beliefs can be
false. Rather,I mean that its design is governedby the goal of trackingthe truth,althoughit may not
attain that goal invariablyor completely. And I am of course assuming that the concept of design
encompasses the work of the pseudo-designerknown as evolution.
In the text I have assumed that a mechanism designed to track the truth would operate in
response to evidence, as it probablywould if designed by evolution. But other mechanisms might
also qualify as being designed to track the truth-particularly if they were designed by the subject
himself, in accordancewith an alternativeepistemology. For example, someone who believes that
the truthabout something is to be found by consulting scriptureor seeking revelation may regulate
his acceptance of the relevant propositionsby those means. The resulting attitudeswill qualify as
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beliefs, however, since the method of their regulation will be designed to track the truth, in the
requisitesense. (I am indebtedto Michael Slote for pointing out this possibility.)
25Notethat the aim or intentionwith which a propositionis accepted may belong to the subject's
cognitive faculties ratherthan to the subject himself, depending on who or what is regulatingthe
subject's acceptanceof propositions.I shall henceforthignore this distinction.In "Directionof Fit,"
Lloyd Humberstonecites Urmson [1967] as offering a similar account of the difference between
imaginingand remembering.
26The notion that belief aims at the truth figures prominentlyin the literatureon believing at
will. See, e.g., Williams [1970].
27Thisaspect of belief is, I suspect, what leads Davidson to say, "Someone cannot have a belief
unless he understandsthe possibility of being mistaken"([1975], 168). Because believing entails
aiming to get the truthright, it would seem to entail understandingthe possibility of a mistake. But
the soundness of this argumentdepends on the assumptionthat the constitutive aim of belief must
be an attitudeof the believer ratherthan a purposeinherentin the design of his cognitive faculties. I
have suggested that a person's acceptanceof a propositioncan be aimed at getting the truthrightand hence qualify as a belief-so long as it is regulatedby a mechanismdesigned to trackthe truth.
(See note 24, above.) In that case, the believer himself might lack the conceptual resources for
framingthe requisiteaim in an attitudinalsense.
280r, more precisely, the correctness of the acceptance involved in the belief. The view that
belief involves an intimationof its own correctnessis similar to the view of judgment that Hannah
Ginsborgattributesto Kant. Ginsborgargues that reflective judgment, for Kant, is "the capacity for
taking one's states of mind in the perceptionof given objects to be universally valid" (MS, p 13).
See also Ginsborg's [1990].
29See Anscombe [1963], 76: "Truth is the object of judgment, and good the object of
wanting...";De Sousa [1974], 538: "[T]ruthand good are the targets of belief and want."
30Notethat the distinction developed here is differentfrom Pears's distinctionbetween "weak"
and "strong" value judgments, even though Pears regards his distinction as defining the line
between those value judgments which are and those which are not necessarily implicatedin preference and noncompulsive intentionalaction ([1984], 196 ff.). "Weak"value judgments, in Pears's
terminology, are still judgments;what distinguishesthem from their "strong"counterpartsis the set
of interests on which they are based. My distinction, by contrast, divides value judgments from
valuings or preferringsthat aren'tjudgmentsat all.
31Whatwould it mean to say that something really was to be broughtabout?I'm not sure. This
phrase is generated when the formula describing the constitutive aim of belief is adapted for the
purposeof attributingan analogous aim to desire. Since I reject the analogy, I needn't take responsibility for the language it generates.
32I say "in the vicinity" because to regardsomethingas worthy of approvalis not quite to regard
it as worthdesiring-approval and desire being slightly differentattitudes.
33Forthis point I am indebtedto Geoffrey Sayre-McCord.
34Note,as before, that an attitude's constitutive aim should be treatedas a necessary but not a
sufficient condition. An instance of approvalmust have other features-including, perhaps,actual
or counterfactualbehavioral manifestations-in order to qualify as a desire. Compare note 23,
above, for furtherqualifications.
35AlthoughI believe that we can indeed have perversedesires (and shall assume so in the text), I
am not strictly committedto this empiricalclaim. I am committedonly to the claim that desires can
in principle be perverse, in the sense that there is nothing about the concept of desire that would
prevent a perverseattitudefrom satisfying it. That is, an attitudecan qualify as a desire even if it is
perverse. This conceptual claim would be compatible with there being some contingent feature of
humanpsychology that preventedus from having perversedesires.
36Stocker[1979]. See also Anderson [MS].
37Theword 'really' in this propositionrigidly designates our world, so that the proposition is
evidently false in this world but true in some otherpossible world.
38BookIV, line 110.
39[1963],75.
40Ibid.,56 ff.
41For the view that evaluation is embedded in the very concept of a reason, see, e.g., Baier
[1984], 202: "What I call 'cognitive' reasons are employed in the activity of examining what to
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believe, and 'practical'ones are employed in the activity of examining what to do. The specific aim
of the first is beliefs that are true; the second is intentionsor acts that are good. We could say that
the aim in the case of the first is the true and in the case of the second the good." See also Bond
[1983], 2 - 3. For a persuasiveattackon this view, see Anderson[MS].
42Again,see Stocker [1979], 745.
431bid.,748.
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